
 

 

Home-Learning Challenge 
 

English 
 

Maths 
 

Topic  
 

Spring Term 1 
 

Learning Log 
 

Show me what you 
know about ancient 
and modern wonders 

of the world. 
 

Learning Log to be 
handed in by: 

Monday 15th February 
2021.  

 
Our Learning Log this 
half term is helping us 
to develop the below 

value: 
 

 
 

 
 

Advice: 
“Bee”organised and 

create a home-learning 
timetable for yourself.  

 
Home-Learning to be 

handed in by: 
Friday 5th February 

2021. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bee Challenge 
 

Can you write the words/ 
labels to match these 

pictures? 
 

  

Find out about 3D shapes.  
You can do this by using the internet, 

asking an older family member or 
looking in a book.  

What are 3D shapes? 
Can you tell me the name of a 3D 

shape? 
 

Extension: tell me about the features 
of a 3D shape. 

Find a photo of yourself as a 
baby and one of you as you 

are now.  
What do you notice? 
What has changed? 

 

 

 

 

 

Brave-Bee Challenge  

Write something about this 
picture- it can be a word, 

caption or sentence. 
 

. 

Watch these 3D shape songs 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guNdJ5MtX1A 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zps34wx 
 

 
Can you draw and label your 

favourite 3D shape? 

Think about how old you are 
now and how old you’ll be 

on your next birthday.  
Can you make or draw a 
birthday cake for yourself 

and put the correct number of 
candles on it?  

 
Extension: can you do the 

same for an older member of 
your family- 

brother/sister/mum/dad. 
How old will they be? How 

many candels will they need? 

 

 

 

 

Super-Bee Challenge 

Can you write a sentence 
about your favourite thing to 

do at home? 
 

Remember to use capitals 
letters, finger spaces and full 

stops. 

Go on a 3D shape hunt around your 
house. 

Can you find a sphere, a cone, cube 
and a pyramid? 

 
Are there any other 3D shapes you 

found in your house? 

Can you measure each 
member of your family? Who 

is the tallest?  
Who is the shortest?  

 
Can you draw them in order 

from the shortest to the 
tallest? 
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Be ready to learn 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guNdJ5MtX1A
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zps34wx

